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- Opacity and Transparency can be set with the wheel. - Trim the images to a set size. - Move the
image with drag & drop. - Choose your background color and a Textured pattern. - Load new image
via tray-menu. - Copy and Paste the images. - Record music and video with MP3 / WMV / AVI / MOV.
- Fast Shuffle through images. - Save images to the hard disk. - Save images as JPEG / PNG. - Can
view images with resolutions up to 4000 x 4000. - Export and import images to HTML / SVG / EPS /
PS / WMF / TGA / ICO / JPG / PNG / BMP / JPG. - Can load images with the PNG / GIF / TIFF / JPG /
BMP / ICO formats (only support.jp2,.jpg and.bmp). - Can load images with the PNG / GIF / TIFF /
JPG / BMP / ICO formats. - Supports Zebras and Aliases. - Built-in ruler and other features. -
Graphics Tools. - You can record the clipboard. - Images can be cropped or resized via the command
line. - Support for custom images (jpeg, tiff, bmp, png). - Support for all resolution up to 4000x4000.
- High quality images. - Integration of JPEG. - Support for arbitrary resolution. - Support for all kinds
of graphic formats. - Full set of rendering options: interpolation, blurs, vector images, etc. - Support
for all the available accelerators: hardware accelerated display. - Support for all the available
accelerators: hardware accelerated display. - Built-in scheduler with five modes: automatic, random,
round-robin, sequence, cyclic. - Built-in scheduler with five modes: automatic, random, round-robin,
sequence, cyclic. - Very intuitive interface. - You can set the images with transparency or not. - Easy
to use. - Fast. - Use the background color as the active image. - Installed extra fonts. - Export to the
clipboard. - Import from the clipboard. - Import from the clipboard. - Clear the screen and set the
active image. - Zoom in and out the display. - Save the clipboard to a file
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=========== - "Double-Click Opacity" : Set opacity of the currently selected stamp. - "Click
Opacity" : Set opacity of the currently selected stamp. - "Swap Opacity" : Swap the current and the
previously selected stamp. - "Click Rotate" : Rotate the currently selected stamp. - "Swap Rotate" :
Swap the current and the previously selected stamp. - "Zoom In" : Zoom in on the currently selected
stamp. - "Zoom Out" : Zoom out on the currently selected stamp. - "Zoom to Canvas" : Zoom to the
canvas. - "Zoom to Window" : Zoom to the window. - "Reset Zoom" : Reset the zoom. - "Shift+Zoom
in" : Zoom in on the currently selected stamp. - "Shift+Zoom out" : Zoom out on the currently
selected stamp. - "Shift+Zoom to Canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. - "Shift+Zoom to Window" : Zoom to
the window. - "Shift+Reset Zoom" : Reset the zoom. - "Shift+Shift+Zoom in" : Zoom in on the
currently selected stamp. - "Shift+Shift+Zoom out" : Zoom out on the currently selected stamp. -
"Shift+Shift+Zoom to Canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. - "Shift+Shift+Zoom to Window" : Zoom to the
window. - "Shift+Zoom to canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. - "Shift+Zoom to window" : Zoom to the
window. - "Shift+Shift+Zoom to canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. - "Shift+Zoom to window" : Zoom to
the window. - "Shift+Shift+Zoom to canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. - "Zoom to canvas" : Zoom to the
canvas. - "Zoom to window" : Zoom to the window. - "Zoom to default" : Set to default zoom. - "Zoom
to image" : Set to the zoom of the currently selected image. - "Fit to Canvas" : Zoom to the canvas. -
"Fit to Window" : Zoom to the window. - "Fit to image" : Zoom to the image. - "Fit to Window"
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* With OpaStamp you can easily create stamps on your pictures, with a lot of predefined styles,
layouts and themes. * OpaStamp comes with the Rose Theme and theme colors for Rose and Rose
Pro. * OpaStamp comes with a lot of built-in themes and templates: black, silver, dark blue, light
blue, black and white, black text on white, dark text on white, dark grey and light grey, sky and
ocean, 4 shadow options, wind shadow, grid shadow, text shadow, x pointer, o pointer, cross pointer.
* You can download new themes and templates on our site. * OpaStamp is easy to use: just load the
image, set the opacity / transparency with the wheel, and save the picture. * OpaStamp comes with a
printer add-on, you can open the printer driver and select your printer (MS Windows or Mac OS X).
TabletPC Pro 2011 is a powerful and handy full featured Windows TabletPC software. It provides an
easy way to transform a computer into a tablet PC with ease. It not only supports Windows XP
TabletPC Edition, but also supports Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8 and Surface Tablets.
With TabletPC Pro, your Windows XP Tablet PC can convert to a Tablet PC easily without buying an
expensive Tablet PC. It is a powerful software that can convert your Windows XP Tablet PC to a
Tablet PC in 1 click. Features: * Support for Windows XP TabletPC Edition, Windows Vista, Windows
7 and Windows 8 (SURFACE Tablet). * You can use an ordinary keyboard and mouse to control your
tablet PC. * TabletPC Pro automatically changes the display to the best mode for your Tablet. * It
supports the latest version of Surface Tablet. * Customize your Tablet by changing the system
settings, TabletPC property, Tablet property, default keyboard and default mouse. * TabletPC Pro
supports most Tablet PCs made by Acer, Asustek, HP, Fujitsu, LiteOn, Samsung, Lenovo, and
Toshiba. * You can use your own Tablet PC with TabletPC Pro. * TabletPC Pro has a built-in powerful
screen flip animation, you can flip your screen between the left and right direction, preview left or
right side of your screen, flip your screen between right and left. * You can save and load the setting
from the desktop or from the program. * TabletPC Pro
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What's New In OpaStamp?

~~~~~~~~~~~~ OpaStamp is a handy, easy to use application designed to display pictures on the
screen like stamps. You can move the images and set their opacity / transparency with wheel. By
default a Rose is installed, but you can get the tray-menu via double-click on the image, and you can
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load new image. In addition, you can also set multiple things : - each picture can be a signature with
set of color / shape - each picture can be an high score with set of color / shape - each picture can be
an percentage with set of color / shape - each picture can be a countdown timer with set of color /
shape - each picture can be a date with set of color / shape - you can define your own position to
place the picture, with position and width - you can set the icon size - you can set a custom
thumbnail icon - you can load your own images instead of Rose's default image - you can add some
fancy effects to the picture ( transparency, gradient, shadow,... ) - you can have an special color set
for the highscore of the pictures - you can set a simple image to replace the default one (to use a
company logo for example) Changelog : ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1.0.0 : Initial release. 1.0.1 : Show the
highscores in the tray-menu by default. 1.1.0 : Add the calendar to set a date for a picture. 1.1.1 : Fix
some bugs. 1.1.2 : Add the ability to set a color for the signatures. 1.2.0 : Add the ability to set a
color for the highscores. 1.2.1 : Load images in a folder and not just a folder in the root of the hdd.
1.2.2 : Add the ability to set the fade delay. 1.2.3 : Fix the highlighting of the pictures. 1.2.4 : Add
the ability to set an own icon for the tray-menu. 1.2.5 : Fix a bug with the transparency / opaque.
1.2.6 : Fix a bug with the opacity of the images. 1.3.0 : Add the ability to change the color of the
icons. 1.3.1 : Add the ability to set the color of the signatures. 1.3.2 : Add the ability to set the color
of the highscores. 1.3.3 : Add the ability to set the color of the countdown timers. 1.3.4 : Add the
ability to set the color of the dates. 1.3.5 : Add the ability to load the images from the root folder of
the hdd. 1.3.6 : Add



System Requirements:

Windows XP and newer OS X 10.6 and newer 512MB of RAM For Windows 7 and Windows Vista
users, AMD Radeon HD 7900 series graphics cards are supported. Intel's HD 4000 and HD 3000
series graphics are not supported. A 64-bit OS is required. SteamOS, Linux, and 64-bit Windows
require an Intel integrated graphics chip (ie. Intel HD 4000 or newer). An improved version of the
original 'Sonic Colors' game. Complement the gameplay of Sonic Colors with
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